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Abstract—In this demo, we demonstrate how attackers can
remotely apply split-second phantom attacks by embedding phantom road signs into an advertisement presented on an Internet
connected digital billboard which causes Tesla’s autopilot to
suddenly stop the car in the middle of a road.

I

N this demo, we identify a limitation of AI models that can
be exploited by attackers to perform a new type of attack
called a ”split-second phantom attack.” This attack exploits
a weakness of advanced driving assistance systems (ADASs)
where (1) digitally displayed imagery is perceived as a real
object (i.e., phantom imagery), and (2) the imagery only has
to appear briefly (for a few milliseconds) in order to be
detected by the ADAS. One might argue that the authenticity
of phantoms can be determined by commercial ADASs that
use sensor fusion by cross-correlating the camera sensor with
data obtained from depth sensors (e.g., radar, LiDAR, and
ultrasonic sensors), however we show that the most advanced
semi-autonomous vehicle, the Tesla Model X, resolves the
disagreement between the camera and the integrated depth
sensors regarding a phantom by treating the phantom as real,
despite the fact that it does not have any depth.
We demonstrate the attack via a digital billboard by embedding a phantom into an existing advertisement and displaying
it for a few milliseconds in a way that the imagery itself is hard
to perceive. We picked a random McDonald’s advertisement
from YouTube. We embedded a stop sign into nine consecutive
frames (500 ms) of the advertisement in order to attack the
Tesla Model X.
The experiment was conducted on a road on our university
campus after we received the proper approvals from the security department. The attacker used a 42 inch TV screen (which
was used to simulate a digital billboard and was plugged
into another car for electricity) that was placed in the middle
of the road. We used this setup to demonstrate the attack,
since we had no intention of hacking a real digital billboard
in this study. The experiment was conducted as follows: We
engaged Tesla’s autopilot at the beginning of the road. The
Tesla approached the middle of the road where the TV screen
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Fig. 1. Top: The compromised frame in the advertisement with the embedded
phantom road sign. Bottom: Tesla’s autopilot triggers the car to stop suddenly
after a phantom stop sign was detected in the upper left corner of the digital
billboard.

presented the compromised McDonald’s advertisement (with
the embedded 500 ms stop sign). Fig. 1 presents a snapshot
from the 500 ms that the phantom was presented on the
upper left corner on the screen. The attack was successful,
since Tesla’s autopilot identified the phantom stop sign and
immediately triggered the car to stop in the middle of the
road. The reader can view a video of the experiment and the
compromised advertisements in link above.
The extended version of this paper, that includes the algorithm that was used to detect the most suitable frame to embed
the phantom, can be found in [1], [2].
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